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Sunday in Cape Town...warm and lovely...let’s have more of it. 
 
So here’s the plan...next year in March I’m 65 and in that month I’m going to run a half marathon, The Two 
Oceans, and do the Cape Cycle Tour (109kms).  This week I started my running programme at Sports Science 
and I got my entry into the Cape Cycle Tour.  Sometimes getting the entries is more difficult than doing the 
event.  If I get an entry into the Two Oceans then I’ll set up a couple of donation pages and then nag everyone 
witless on behalf of the Rondebosch Red Cross Children’s Hospital. 
 
If anyone is also trying to get fit I’d be happy to exchange ideas and stories. 
 
Now down to business...I’ve had a result this week, I think, with my biggest outstanding debt and it’s 6 months 
old.  After a few lively emails I think I’m on the verge of getting paid which will be a very pleasant event.  There’s 
nothing quite so good in business as getting an invoice paid...especially when it is 178 days old.  
 
My stock of paper copies of my SDI material is dwindling as we move inexorably to an online world.  This is, of 
course, a good thing but when the international server goes down and leaves all your clients high and dry it’s 
definitely a bad thing.  It was up within the day...but nonetheless... 
 
Don’t throw the ball at me...I might get hit and then the Australians would appeal and I’d be out.  Shame on 
them. 
 
 
Remember:  @tom_beasor and LinkedIn for daily neg tweets.  Feel free to connect on LinkedIn and re-tweet. 
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I’m enjoying reading all the material about people who’ve cycled coast to coast in the US.  There are many books 
on the subject and they’re all cheap enough on Kindle to download them all.  Good reading and I’m slowly learning 
about it. 
 
Put new pedals on the bike this week...and now I cycle with cleats...which is of no value to anyone who doesn’t 
have a bike but it’s fun for sad people like me. 
 
First braai of the season today...Summer’s coming. 

ADRIAN, Mich. (AP) — A man who tried to sell a backpack of dirty socks as marijuana has been sentenced to at 
least one year in a Michigan prison. 
Michael Suarez was sentenced Thursday for committing fraud through false pretenses. An unarmed robbery 
charge was dropped. 
Police say Suarez was pursuing a marijuana deal in July when he showed up at a home in Lenawee County's 
Raisin Township. But instead of carrying pot, he had a backpack stuffed with dirty socks. 

Police say a purse with $2,800 was stolen from the home. Suarez and others were stopped after speeding through 
a stop sign. 

Defense attorney John Glaser says the "false pretenses" were the dirty socks. Suarez will be eligible for parole 
after a year in prison. His maximum sentence is 7 ½ years. 
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Don’t buy it! 

Me and the Sun are not good friends so I have plenty of hats.  I was looking at some baseball 
caps this week and saw an Adidas cap for R300.  This is an outrageous price and I was shocked. 
 
I turned to a sales assistant and asked him how he could possibly justify such a sum and he 
pointed to the 3 stripes and said, “One hundred, two hundred, three hundred...that’s one hundred 
for each stripe!” 
 
We smiled and I valued his honesty as he directed me to another hat...pretty much identical at 
half the price. 
 
When you get an honest seller then you’re in a good place.  You’ve got someone whose opinion 
you can trust and I’d go back again to this person if I needed something similar. 
 
If customers can trust you to give them honest advice...even to the extent of saying, “Don’t buy 
it,” then the long term benefits are enormous and whatever you might sacrifice in the short term 
will be paid back over the period. 
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Extras and T shirts 

Twice recently I’ve done a deal and paid a price.  Each time the other party then gave me some 
“free” extras that I was not expecting. 
 
Now...we all know that there are no free dinners in a deal and the “free” extras were costed into 
the package but nonetheless I’ll give them credit for making a deal a little more pleasant by 
offering a few freebies.  If you can offer it with a smile and good grace then you ’ll definitely make 
the relationship start more positively. 
 
Even if the extras weren’t costed and came out of their margin it’s still a good deal for them 
because of the good will it created.  You’ll have read here time after time how I believe in taking 
the long view of value and not milking a deal short term. 
 
I’d suggest that every deal can have a “T Shirt” attached to it...something that’s essentially cost 
free to you but is highly valued by the other side.  Always look for a T Shirt in a deal and include it 
as a good will gesture.  It’s a good investment. 
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